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Foreword

Poetry remains a necessary and effective outlet for 
our frustrations, fears, losses, and challenges when 
faced with the global pandemic of  COVID-19. 
The following selections from around the world 
delve into the many aspects of  daily life over 
the past two years. From the struggles of  home 
schooling to the pain felt by emergency room 
physicians, from being separated from those we 
love to the humour required to deal with things 
beyond our control. Thank you to our contribu-
tors for their honesty and openess and for so ele-
quently stating what many of  us feel. Please con-
tinue to support them in any way possible. Thank 
you, all, for your support of  our small press.
 
Happy Paddling. 

Deryck N. Robertson, Editor-in-Chief  
Paddler Press
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Deryck N. Robertson

Afraid

I’m not sure how I’ll react,
after this is all over,
to people who run away
from me now
afraid.

Day 5

I stand behind a plastic shield and medical grade mask
Inside my Les Nessman taped office walls

Don’t bother knocking
Cuz no one is home

Delivering words with invisible lips
To vacant and tired eyes that stare past me

Reflecting video game monitor sunburns
Clutching pens like controllers: click, click, clicking

Drilling into my dull brain
Their repeated S-O-S
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High Alert

The world is on high alert
As news channels fill the air
With hysteria-inducing doom
Wash, sanitize, masks, and
 self-isolation
While another event is
 shut down and
Handshakes all but made
Illegal
Panic is here and not only at
 the disco (because that was
 probably closed down already)
This ain’t no war zone
But you’d never know it
Stock up, stay in
Take your vitamins
Sneeze into your elbow
Wash and sanitize again
And use the loo
Sparingly
Because Walmart is outta
 toilet paper

Stop

Someone once said (actually sang,
        I looked it up)
Stop the world,
        I want to get off.
Well,
        you got your wish.
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Lockdown

Things are hard.
Computer screens,
Zoom, and Google Meets eat
your day;  chewing it up,
spitting pixels back through
the fibre optic
connections.  So when you 
give up, throw up
your hands, bang your
foggy head, rub dead
sleep from your
weary, blue-strained eyes, 
you’ve broken the
delicate light pulses,
the impossible-to-touch
beams of  possibility. 
Something so fragile
yet strong enough
to get us through these
days.  I can’t do this alone
so keep my beam in 
your heart and together
we’ll illuminate the 
dark.
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Candice Kelsey

Flight

I offer an extra session on Zoom 
for my students
who need a crash course in poetry
now more than ever.
 
They log on slowly as if  this were the only
affordable flight
the red eye if  you will.

They crowd into my screen 
tossing me a nod of  the head 
or, for the really tired ones,
the salute of  an eyebrow
(to get credit)
with minimal exertion –

This our indolent boarding pass exchange.
 
My inflated smile welcomes them in 
with more than assurance,
my crisp navy cardigan
setting the tone for a smooth 50-minute ride.
Digital anthologies open 
like wings across the tarmac.
They get comfortable.

The tails of  my neck scarf  waving 
as I take them to exotic places:

The cliffs of  Dover
the River Wye
an Irish countryside for blackberry picking



a field of  daffodils dancing.

Of  course, they just want to get 
where they have to go
while I push the beverage cart
imagining the excitement of  an emergency landing,
a hijacker, or maybe even
a silken parachute – my new aegis – 
gently guiding me

now passenger and student
like a paper airplane listing to the right,

I spy Shelley’s strange sonnet, 
time-ravaged ode to sandy Rameses, 
its lines lasting longer than any empire.  
I turn toward the bone-fog   
and spot Coleridge’s wedding guest 
frozen, enchanted
by the glittering-eyed mariner 
rhyming
of  the albatross he wore

Not unlike this billowing sheet, 
air-laden reminder 
that I am falling
into my own lesson
whose hard ground 
will announce 
this year of  Zooming has ended
for now
I must allow 
these students to break free from the frame
of  rapt attention
neat and orderly and predictable
unlike a pandemic
or a poem
10



R L Raymond

Proof

there are worms
in the flour
there’d been no room 
in the freezer
for the sacs 

mother didn’t look right
a pale orange-pink
sheen of  death 
about her 

we buried her
with the potato peels
and carrot tops 

11
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Mary Grace van der Kroef

Starving Overtime

I miss friendships, caress
the playfulness of  nudge.
Without my heart is lonely,
dailyness a dragging trudge. 
I miss compassion’s touch,
cupped in empathy.
The knowledge only passed
in arms of  sympathy. 
I communicate my love
with handshake, hug, and kiss.
When it’s withheld,
I feel myself  dismissed. 
Even though I know
right now is not the time.
I fear for every heart,
starving, overtime.

       Jacob Riyeff

         jefferson cty highway lune

         the dark sky holding 
         harvest moon— 
         i learned of  your death 
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Nick Dix

Decompression

A data-compressed voice
crushed to bits
is my solace
for the virus taking me
away from you, removed
to the north side of  town,
your voice the bridge
between bird-verse in cemeteries
and cicada-chorus rattling
the empty school parking lot.

We’ve become accustomed to streaming
ourselves, sieved through a shock of  wires,
and somehow a simulacrum
is enough.

But to see your floral dress
catch the wind and, dancing,
let it go, beside the headstone;
the oft mismatched socks–
the right one melon-colored,
the left robin’s egg–peeking
over black boots;
your eyes smiling between
the cloth mask’s clean line across
the bridge of  your nose
and the windswept tangle of  hair
gives me something to conjure
in midnight hours,
when I can’t flirt with pixilation,
and in the first fraught seconds
before the screen
brightens with your face.



Charlene Kwiatkowski

A COVID-19 Nursery Rhyme

hearts hang in windows
friends talk on screens
Bo Peep & Co. sit in quarantine

parents work from home
children rip through rooms
Old Mother Hubbard learns to use Zoom

streets are ghastly quiet
masks enjoy their heyday
the faintest cough frightens Miss Muffet away  

restaurants offer takeout  
grocers swipe long lines
Jack and Jill arrive just in time

to fetch some TP and soap
(not to mention yeast)
and tumble home with a hoarder’s feast

at 7pm the city cheers
hickory dickory dock
healthcare workers run out the clock

help is on the way
relief  funds for those who apply
Old MacDonald had no farm, EI EI

O bother, can’t get through
phones are busy, buildings are shut
two metres feels comically far, but
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love gives space to flatten the curve
so This Little Piggy stays home
getting resourceful with gel and comb

nursery rhymes soothe
when the path isn’t smooth
Humpty Dumpty eggshells crunching underfoot.
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Renee Cronley

The Science of  Humanity

A history of  quantum leaps in science
furnished today with medical advances,
saving more lives than all those lost at war.

We are the living records of  those breakthroughs.
 And there are centuries of  eyes on us.

But there are extraneous variables at play—
holes from long-standing foundational cracks
are consequences of  concrete tensions 
and a contagion all on its own. 

We can’t bury mistakes in our hands 
then hold them over our ears
and block out inconvenient truths—
because even when they’re twisted like a double helix,
it changes nothing.

Empathy and community
are the bonds that hold the strands
of  today and tomorrow together.
 That’s how we replicate.
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James Hambleton

Empty Tarmac Streams

Roads are as open as rivers for me to drift
—Doors locked on endless streets,
Double yellow lines no longer signal the end of  the shore,
No need to look left and right
now that commuting cars are no more.
And I’ve wandered in rivers 
but never sat on the double lane bedrock of  this tarmac stream,
In silence that for thousands of  years this land hasn’t seen.

Imprisoned in red brick castles that line the streets,
By a jailer doesn’t eat, sleep, or speak
—Just lets us out for our one walk a day 
And in a way, it’s not for the end of  this that I pray,
I’ve found something in these tarmac streams,
A solemn liberation that only isolation gleans
—I am more at home alone, than I am in-between
A thousand jostling shoulders, suit and clad, crawling beside 
tarmac streams,
Breathing air that is smog-choked and unclean.

—There’s suffering in this, I know,
It’s not to say that I mean
for death to continue in hospital wards and barren streets,
It is only to say 
that I didn’t see the face of  the world
until I walked carelessly in the middle of  empty tarmac streams.



Steve Denehan

Fighting

A month ago, I could barely walk
barely even sit
without pain
thrumming and constant
a tear in my back
rendering me old before my time

two weeks of  rest and a diet of  pills
got me back on my feet
standing up straight
putting on my own socks
tying my own shoelaces
again, then

one line became two
a positive test
Covid
symptomless at first
then sniffles
an intermittent headache and tiredness
an anvil tiredness
sudden and bone deep

days became nights
became days and my head began to clear
energy returned as a trickle
the sniffles were gone and
after a month, maybe more
I could breathe again

it is 10.36am now
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already I have emptied and reloaded the dishwasher
sorted and tidied away the clothes
had breakfast
fed the cats and the birds
taken my daughter to school and written
this poem and another

it is grey today but
there is warmth in the breeze
the kettle is on and soon
I will be drinking coffee

sometimes, there are small glories
always, there is beauty
in fighting the unwinnable war

Rice Krispies

I grew up on Rice Krispies
Kellogg’s Rice Krispies
a bowl, sometimes two
for breakfast
every day
a bowl, sometimes two
for supper
each evening
cold milk, no sugar
snap, crackle and pop

I grew out of  them
or rather, migrated
to Shredded Wheat
as I had heard
that they are better
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for the digestive system
and bowel
I became conditioned
eventually convincing myself
that Shredded Wheat did not taste
like soggy, rotten wood
or asbestos

I have lived with the virus now
for the bones of  a year
worn my mask, washed my hands
said goodbye to my parents
for months at a time

yesterday I went grocery shopping
wearing a snood and a hat
a sad ninja
pushing a trolley
I came to the cereal
reached for Shredded Wheat
before seeing the familiar blue box
Rice Krispies

the cashier didn’t say a word
but probably thought the eight boxes
a little strange
I sat at the kitchen table
filled the bowl, poured the milk
listened, to the snap, crackle and pop
remembering when I had them last
when I was young, unsure, insecure
they tasted pretty much the same

20
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Annie Cowell

Larnaca Lock down moment

A Hoopoe lands on a wire
Beyond my window pane.
His spiky
plummage pierces
The tender blue of  a sky
Unscarred these days by contrails.
He’s never visited me before.
But now the fiery crown of
This high priest of  birds
Brings hope in the hiatus.

This pause in life 
Has changed the scene. 
Silenced the roar and clammer
Of  cars and planes and feet.
Beyond my glassy frame
 Flights of  swallows shrill
Where human voices rang
 And quilt together clouds 
That planes had torn apart.

And I can only sit and wait
While Nature heals.
Beyond my window pane.



Rachel Mallalieu

The Pinch of  My Goggles

It was different in the spring.
We took selfies in our masks and goggles,
and grandmothers sewed us 
surgical caps with unicorn patterns.
No one walked through the front door,
but ambulances appeared again and again—
the wails of  their sirens
reverberating in desolate streets. 

Ventilator alarms filled our dreams, but
we were heroes, and feasted like kings.
Lemongrass sent lunch and Dunkin’ 
dropped off  coffee and bagels. 
They reinforced us with protein bars 
and bottled water. 
They applauded when we finished our shifts. 

It was easy to forget when spring gave way to 
summer. We swam in mountain lakes
and hiked the waterfalls of  Shenandoah.
We wore our masks on the boardwalk, 
but sunned our faces at ocean’s edge.
We picnicked in vineyards 
and started to make vacation plans. 
We slept at night.

Autumn lasted forever. 
We hiked the woods behind the house 
and marveled when the trees incandesced 
with crimson light.
Filigreed shadows littered the forest floor and
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we collected bluebird feathers and antlers.
We weren’t prepared for winter.

I bought my own mask; 
but it still breaks the skin down 
on the bridge of  my nose, and I feel the 
pinch of  my goggles 
hours after I remove them.
The new gowns rustle like trash bags 
and don’t tear off  the way they should.
I untie them with contaminated hands 
and envision Covid peppering my hair.
I didn’t have time to eat yesterday 
and a man screamed at me 
when his wife waited 20 minutes
to be seen for back pain.
How’s the ER? My husband texts. 
I’m swimming in it. 
The wave crests
and crashes
and sends me somersaulting.

Today, I present my left arm to a stranger and
smile with my eyes while she 
gives me the shot.
We post selfies with our Bandaids 
and list our reasons why:
Because I need this to be over.

Because I’m tired of  feeling scared all the time.

Because please, we need this to be over.

     I’m tired of  watching people die alone.
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Eric Lochridge

The Summer So Far

These are the sweatpants I’m wearing every day neon 
double yellow stripes down the side like a road into purga-
tory & this is the hoodie that keeps me warm at the desk 
hastily erected in the bedroom, drawstring pulling the 
cave mouth shut, the hole that keeps the ostrich in bliss & 
these are the slippers whose soles will blow out before the 
end & these are the jeans I slip on to feel civilized, to walk 
the dog to the mailboxes when the workday is done & this 
is the mask I don to buy the groceries, gas the car & this 
is the hand sanitizer I rub between fingers, under my nails, 
out to the wrist & this is the yoga I do to harmonize body 
& mind to ascend to depart from the collision of  worlds 
work life balanced on home life warrior pose downward 
dog corpse pose corpse pose corpse pose corpse pose 
corpse pose & this is my lack of  motivation as the fabric 
unravels, the cocoon frays & this is me an unwilling ex-
plorer about to sail off  the edge of  the flat Earth bound 
to those who say it is all a hoax & these are the humming-
birds that come & go merrily migrating up the hill like 
they do every summer as the heat seeps in
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Jason E. Coombs

A Viral Crossing

driven from west to east she crosses this city with doors  
closed, a community transmission of  viral spot-lighting 
billboards teasing any one still glancing with two-for-one 
chicken wing specials, dine in only. TTC riders read 
bus stop ads selling the essential inaccessible with free 
staging, there’s no money in witnessing the way we live 
in a province open for business-es closed by a global 
pandemic.

World of  Masks

In this world of  masks
there are few places of  refuge. I run
a zigzag
              from sidewalk 
to the other
            to find 
six feet free, 
            enough 
space
            to no longer flee
from infection
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Megan Cannella

simmer pots for sanity

My home smells
like a candle store
or a sensitive man’s armpit.

Tonight, I’ll dream
about my mother
explaining why
she never loved me
that much anyway.

Tomorrow, I’ll top off
the simmer pot
and I won’t know
if  it’s my tears
that smell of  armpits 
and candles or
those witchy herb
packs I got from Etsy
but the vibes will mellow

I’ll be scared to go to sleep
and will drink all the floor beers
before even trying
but the vibes will be better
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Kristin Entler

My Family Would Hate This Poem

They tell me they think cursing in pieces is unnecessary, 
as if  they’ve never felt the serotonin rush of  a good 

f******-A what the hell is wrong with you people? Why can’t you 
a**h***s just wear a f*****g mask in public spaces for the sake of  
the stupid species so this whole impossible & grief  loaded nightmare 
can finally just please be over with & we can all finally start healing 
from this collective trauma you emotionally stunted t**t-brains.

No, they haven’t. 
Neither have I. 

Because we can’t all go around screaming that at strangers 
& at this point we don’t talk to anyone who’s proven they 
don’t care about my already-Swiss-cheese lungs & if  I don’t 
say it here, somewhere, there’s a non-zero chance that at 
some point in this never-ending-hellscape, I’ll snap. Based 
on what I’ve observed of  mask habits so far, probably 
either in the grocery store or in a campus hallway…

then someone will record it
I’ll go viral as Crazy-COVID-Girl 

(which I’m already worried is  
my reputation) 

then I’ll lose my job or any future job prospects & things 
are hard enough as they are & 

I’m sorry y’all, but if  so many can get away with spreading a 
catastrophic virus without any lasting consequences then…

 fuck.

What else are we supposed to do but let out all this pain in 
whatever spaces we can find for ourselves out here?



Jackie Lynam

Good Friday

The virus courses through my throat, lungs, limbs
silencing my chatter,
a sharp break to my productivity bone.
My throat red raw
my chest tight from hacking
tissues scattered 
favourite mug shattered. 
Addled with anxiety from listening for hours
to my son’s barking cough.
2am; the witching worry hour.

But outside my bedroom window 
wads of  dreamy clouds are
wrapped around the beacon moon,
wondrous and resassuring, like my friends 
who swaddle me in virtual good wishes.
A week of  isolation but never alone.

Though late to the ward, medicine is applied swiftly: 
a Fleet Foxes playlist arrives from Aoife via WhatsApp;
Ro recommends Jóhann Jóhannsson;
Declan suggests Bach for getting through difficult nights;
Edel sends First Aid Kit - their sweet harmonies a  
     tourniquet of  joy;
Sinéad links to ‘A Very Lonely Solstice’
 - a 45-minute choral balm from St Ann’s Church in  
     Brooklyn. 

So many others have already been through this:
1.5 million cases to date in Ireland
20,174 this past week alone.
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Yet, like the symptoms, the sympathy comes thick and  
     fast:
Get better soon
Best wishes for a swift recovery 
Let me know if  I can help with anything
Take good care
Get plenty of  rest and feel better soon
look after yourself, my Dear
Sending you heaps of  love, Pal 

I take these words and press them close to my chest 
wedge them between the wheeze and worry. 
Welcome into my heart all these blessings on
Good Friday.

Ruby Rorty

The Grandfather

The sun shines and the snow beams. And the wind blows 
and the trees creak. I know the oak in my front yard is 
an old man by the sounds he makes in winter. I kiss his 
ridged gray forehead and say I’m sorry. In spring, I take an 
acorn inside to plant in a mug on my windowsill, so when 
the cold nights come and the worms freeze underground, 
a piece of  him can grow in the kitchen light. It has been 
a lonely year, so I talk to my tree-to-be. I water it with a 
clear stream of  words from its ancestors: Sapling, tendril, 
xylem. Loam, sugar, resin, vein. Slowly, greenly, more each
day: it emerges.
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Constance Camille 

Home Bound & Screen Addled

Even harmonious households
suffer from the symptoms
of  Too Much Togetherness,
the clink of  someone’s spoon 
cup side as it sidles round
and round, the grunts
when someone bends to open 
the dishwasher, kudzu of  toilet 
paper invading the garage 
because someone is engaged
in a little mild hoarding, 
stockpiling paper products, 
because Everyone’s Buying
Things and Everything’s 
Gonna Be Gone, 
(and then added to the stash
every single time someone
purchased groceries), and yes, even
the vicious roar breaking 
the silence as someone inspects 
the contents of  the refrigerator—
for the umpteenth time—
grates upon your nerves,
as you practice voluntary
restraint, resisting the urge
to call a National Emergency
when someone reads 
Bogus Coronavirus Cures 
and Mercenary Medical
Scams aloud from the 
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recliner in the living room,
prefacing their recitation
with “hey, would you listen
to this?” while someone else 
monitors the home school
at the dining table, and 
simultaneously scans
Being a Good Mother
Under Quarantine Conditions,
in an effort to beat the odds
of  failing parenthood during
the present Pandemic, which
by the way, does not come 
with a playbook. 
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Sadie Maskery

Solvitur Ambulando

It is solved by walking,
said the GP, it’s a whole philosophy
not just psychology,  immerse
yourself  in the here and now
of  a landscape and 
depression loosens its grip.
Go for long walks.
It’s what you need more than drugs,
I see it a lot in ladies your age
in these strange times.
So lucky, his words so reasonable,
we live in a beautiful place,
not trapped in a concrete box.
Here is nature, let it heal you.
So, as a lady my age, I walked.
The tapestry of  the world unfolded,
before my teary eyes, buffeted 
by breezes heavy with salt spray,
enfolded me in the sounds of  sea waves,
the cries of  gulls and curlews,
scent of  warm grass with each step
and in the distance land that rose
to embrace the sky, lucky, so lucky,
to live in a beautiful place
not trapped in a concrete box.
So why do my fingertips trace
lines of  barricades as I walk,
and I sense death creeping,
hear birdsong as lamentation?
It is solved by walking
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so I walk and understand
the futility of  life, how all things strive 
and die in the end, nothing spared, 
even rocks decay, oceans rise and fall 
and we are parasites on Gaia’s back.
I am trapped in this time, this place
and now have guilt 
to add to the reckoning. 
So lucky, and still scared.
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Elyssa Diamond

A Trip to the Grocery Store in the Suburbs
November 25, 2020

After I realized I forgot my mask
I turned back, only to leave 
the reusable shopping bags 
on my bedroom floor—

on top of  the periwinkle carpet
engulfed in the lime green walls,
the brushstrokes of  a child’s unbounded hands
pushed ever so subtly into the lines
by her mother.

The bags, of  course, did not belong there,
but neither do I—
24, once again sleeping 
on a twin sized bed in my parents’ house.

I think back to the nine-year-old girl
who first imagined this space.
Sorting through paint swatches
and carpet samples
learning what it means that life is hers to design. 

I try to remember what she dreamt about
wrapped in the bedding she chose
by scouring all the shelves in Target,
running her hands over every product she passed. 

I make it to the grocery store
and put the mask over my nose.
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As I weave in and out of  aisles,
afraid of  every stranger, of  sharing common air
I chastise myself  for forgetting the bags
because now I will need to pay for paper. 

As a little girl, I had a reoccurring dream
where I was in a pool.
My dad would toss me up
and after I hit the water,
I would sink further and further
into the cold, infinitely deep darkness,
never again reaching the surface. 

I make it back to my parents’ house—
which I must admit is once again my house—
and toss my purse onto the periwinkle carpet
as I beeline to the bathroom 
to scrub my hands of  the outside world.

My periwinkle carpet,
once a reminder that life is mine to design,
is now a blue-purple pool 
into which I wish I could sink deeper.

If  I could change a few things,
I’d pick a more neutral color for my wall
and make it so that I don’t constantly feel
like the human experience will ultimately kill me. 

Until then, I’ll sit on my periwinkle carpet
and do my best to float.   
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Melissa Sullivan

Bleached

Life has become so surreal
Is it a dream?
An unpleasant dream, with small moments of  sweetness
Little tastes of  what life could be
Without actually allowing you a mouthful
Nothing to hold onto
The hope melting away, like chocolate in the sun
Crayons in the back window of  the car

Everything melts or bleaches out in the sun where I 
grew up
Becomes misshapen
brittle, fragile
Not quite what it once was
I know that feeling too
But it’s not the sun that does it to people
It’s life

Life does it
It bleaches us out
Wears us thin
Stretches us out of  shape
Sometimes I can’t even remember what I started out 
being

Life and time can ravage through us and leave us a wan 
memory 

Sometimes I feel that way
Or like life is slipping away
The way it used to be, or could have been 
Now it’s all just hopes and promises
For someday
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954 Miles

It’s still love
Even from 954 miles away
Epistolary and ancient
This romance exists now only in words and the per-
sistent ache in my heart

Is there something tragic and beautiful in two lovers 
parted by circumstances beyond their control?
Something poetic in unyielding devotion to one another 
despite the distance and the time that’s passed?

Even as the days tick on, many more now than we ever 
ever imagined
My love doesn’t fade
It doesn’t tarnish
It only grows 

Love doesn’t follow rules of  logic or of  convenience 
Love blooms where it wants to
It never asks what makes sense

Getting Better

Carrying on in a half  numb state
In the back of  my mind I’m wondering if  it’s all over
It’s hard not to grieve
But we aren’t meant to stop and measure the toll
We are supposed to push on
Pretend things are getting better, when they aren’t 
My whole spirit is exhausted



Kay Newhouse

Abbracciame

My loneliness creeps slowly ‘round
The neighbors’ windowed houses and the empty gravel    
     streets.
My favorite glasses are the ones I lost
The first week that this virus kept us all at home.
My eyes have changed their strength. I cannot see
And it’s no use; yet still I search
For that old blue broken pair
I dropped somewhere along this trodden, sodden ground.
Through tendrils of  the Internet I seek the children lost,  
     the broken hearts
Grandparents passed of  COVID, nurses crying, teens 
     adrift.
I seek their pain to trace the lines away from me and here  
     I find
Bright voices’ glimmer in a song thrown out through    
     open windows
Street to street to street in strangers’ Italy across the sea  
     (you’ve seen
it we all have) A finding of  each other, calling out through  
     too-small screen.
I eavesdrop on the broken and the precious, singing 
     rounds in circles and detail,
A meme made from a perfect moment poised in camera’s  
     misremembered eye
The discards and the lost, remade, repaired, repurposed,  
     given; maybe found.
And still I seek what I have lost in my own silent,  
     songless town.
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